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ADM exclusive: Only 6
Growlers for RAAF to begin
By Julian Kerr
Only half of the 12 RAAF F/A-18F Super Hornet strike fighters
destined for the EA-18G Growler electronic attack role at an
estimated cost of $1.5 billion will be converted to the new
configuration initially.
Chief of Air Force Geoff Brown told ADM that conversion of the
first six Super Hornets would begin around 2015, with Initial Operating
Capability (IOC) anticipated around 2018. Conversion of the remaining
six would take place in the early 2020s.
Twelve of the RAAF’s 24 Super Hornets were prewired on the Boeing
production line at a cost of $35 million to facilitate a possible retrofit to
the electronic attack configuration.
To maintain the bridging air combat capability provided by the F/A18Fs between the retirement of the F-111 strike fighters in 2010 and
IOC of the first of up to 100 Joint Strike Fighters in late 2020, RAAF
Super Hornet training would revert back to the US.
“At the moment we’ve got about six of our Super Hornets dedicated
to training, and we’re going to move that training back to the US to
maintain our operational capabilities,” AM Brown disclosed. “Then as
the JSFs come in we’ll convert the last six.”
AM Brown said the first two aircraft would be converted by Boeing in
the US, and while the issue was still under discussion, he saw no reason

why the other conversions should not take place in Australia.
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Although EA-18Gs can be retrofitted back to the F/A-18G configuration, the 12 converted
RAAF aircraft would remain permanently as G models with the 20mm Vulcan cannon
removed.
The US Navy (USN) had confirmed the availability of scarce ALQ-99 low and medium/
high band jammer pods, which it anticipates replacing with the Next Generation Jammer
(NGJ) starting in 2020.
“Our calculations are the next-gen jammer probably won’t come to fruition until sometime
in the 2020s; the way programmes go in the US, I think it’s sometimes worthwhile being
conservative on timeframes,” said AM Brown.

Hypersonic flight’s
promising progress
Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DSTO) scientists have
successfully conducted a test flight of
an experimental hypersonic vehicle at
the Andoya Rocket Range in Norway.
The test vehicle reached an apogee of 350
km and then achieved speeds of up to Mach
8 on descent in the experimental band which was from 20.5 km to 32 km in altitude. All
sensor and telemetry systems worked perfectly. Scientists believe the launch could be a
major step forward in the quest for hypersonic flight.
The experimental flight was undertaken as part of a joint research program, HIFiRE
(Hypersonic International Flight Research Experimentation), being conducted by DSTO and
the US Air Force Research Laboratory. The program is aimed at exploring the fundamental
technologies critical to the realisation of sustained hypersonic flight.
This latest launch was the fifth in a series of up to nine planned experimental flights being
conducted as part of the HIFiRE program. Next week, the HIFiRE team will be presented
with the prestigious von Karman Award for International Co-operation in Aeronautics at
the ICAS Congress in Brisbane.

Win for BAE Systems on
Aussie JSF integration
BAE Systems Australia has been awarded
a contract from the New Air Combat
Capability (NACC) Program to develop an
operational model to integrate the Joint
Strike Fighter (JSF) into the Australian
Defence Environment.
Under the nine month contract BAE Systems
will work closely with the Australian Defence
Force and NACC to develop a model that
outlines all requirements for JSF operations and sustainment including maintenance, supply,
training needs and fleet asset management.
Director Aerospace John Monaghan said: “This contract will play a critical role in
ensuring that Defence, industry and our ADF men and women are ready and prepared for
a smooth transition when the JSF comes into service.
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“Our team will work to define the processes and information that will be required to
ensure that the aircraft achieves its maximum operational effectiveness in any deployed
environment.”
The company has leveraged its global experience and appointed an employee from the
UK JSF team to lead the project. F-35 Tech Specialist Dave Harrison has more than 10 years
experience with the aircraft and played a pivotal role working with the British Joint Combat
Air Project to support the integration of the aircraft into the UK defence force.
The project also requires plans for follow-on phases that will support the continued
integration of the aircraft through to achievement of its Initial Operating Capability in
2019/20.

Canberra college students
show off UAV to RPDE
On Friday 14th September 2012 a group
of students from Dickson College visited
the Rapid Prototyping, Development and
Evaluation (RPDE) Canberra office to show
off their latest Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) design.
Starting with a remote controlled model aircraft, the students have spent the last few
months integrating a multitude of systems into its design, including: GPS tracking, vision
capture, automated object detection, payload carriage and an in-flight payload deployment
mechanism. The students have also developed a ground control station to monitor the
UAV’s flight data and performance.
“By combining innovative ideas with technology to provide new capabilities, the Dickson
College students have demonstrated the behaviour and achieved the goals that underpin
RPDE’s values. There are strong parallels between the students’ project and the activities
RPDE undertakes every day,” RPDE General Manager Heather Layton said.
Dickson College have entered their UAV in the Airborne Delivery section of the 2012 UAV
Challenge - Outback Rescue Competition, to be held at Kingaroy Airport in Queensland
during the first week of October this year. The Competition was developed in a partnership
between government, industry and research organisations in order to raise awareness of
the Australian civil UAV industry. The competition provides a chance for Australian high
school and university students, international university students and aerospace enthusiasts
to demonstrate their UAV engineering skills.
RPDE was very impressed with the professionalism of the students and the complexity
of the task they have managed to overcome; it is a credit to both the students and their
teachers/mentors. Given the enormous challenges faced by engineers throughout a UAV’s
development, it’s exciting to see products of this calibre being developed by the Dickson
College students. It’ll be very interesting to see what they come up with next.

DMO posts for industry: King at AIDN
The Defence Materiel Organisation will shortly offer project management roles
to industry, CEO Warren King has confirmed.
Speaking at AIDN NSW’s annual dinner on 20 September, King said industry would be
asked to bid on what initially would be small projects.
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“At first I’d expect them to be off-the-shelf procurements; it could be supplies of
medical consumables and equipment or there’s a project coming up in the near future for
bridging equipment for Army. This is equipment that is important but not necessarily highly
complex,” King said.
“I want to see if industry can make proposals to execute that type of program quickly and
effectively. If they do it under budget there will be additional awards for them, and if they
take longer than anticipated there’ll be some skin in the game for them as well.”
Calling for what he termed “measured urgency”, King said DMO was not being
discriminatory or discretionary in the amount of attention being applied to small projects.
“I found a project the other day in Land Systems Division where they were buying some
off-the-shelf equipment and they’d taken longer to get to first and second pass than I
took with the AWD – and I think they probably generated more paperwork. You’ve got to
wonder what I – not them – are doing wrong over that process.”
By introducing the managing contractor concept “I’d like to see you (industry) work side
by side with us and I think some of your processes, some of your urgency, might rub off
on us”.
King also disclosed he would be establishing a major projects negotiation cell within
DMO.
“I could say ‘You guys are far too clever for me so I’m going to try and match you a bit
but that’s not really what it’s about,” he commented. “What it’s about, and I’ve seen
it work before from personal experience, is having an absolute focus on making sure
in negotiations that we understand the issues, and we address them, and we bring the
negotiations to a close a lot faster.”
Such negotiations tended to take far too long because there was a habit of dealing with
the easy issues and passing on the hard ones “when we all know you’ve got to do the hard
ones first, because the easy ones will follow”.
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Airglow as indicator of ionospheric (and thus RF) conditions?

Earth is constantly bathed in low level light emissions that emanate from its
atmosphere. This emission, called airglow, accounts for about 60 per cent of all
the night-time light received at the Earth’s surface. This light is so faint that, even
on a moonless night, it is barely detectable, evident only indistinctly in bands of
green, red or yellow light about ten degrees above the horizon.
The physical processes that cause airglow also affect the ionosphere, the electricallycharged layer of the atmosphere upon which high frequency (HF) radio communications
and over-the-horizon (OTHR) radar systems rely for refracting signals to and from locations
beyond the horizon.
In a bid to improve understanding of the airglow phenomenon and the possible uses
these may have, DSTO and the US Air Force have initiated a research project known as
the Thermospheric Radar Airglow Correlation Experiment (TRACE). Its purpose is
to investigate whether airglow variations can be used as an indicator (and ultimately a
predictor) of ionospheric disturbances that may adversely affect the performance of OTHR
and HF communications.
During a two week period at a site near the Jindalee Over the horizon Radar Network
(JORN) receiver antenna near Alice Springs, the researchers managed to record images of
moving airglow bands on several wavelengths relevant to HF radio and OTHR radar system
operations. These images are now being analysed in a process involving comparison with
data obtained over the same period from the ionosphere sounder. In addition to delivering
better knowledge about the ionosphere, the work is expected to also lead to better ways
of modelling its behaviour.
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Blue Glues’ RF tag keeps tabs on sailors
The advent of inexpensive miniaturised electronic systems has made possible the
use of radio tagging technology for a range of purposes such as security access
management, monitoring of inventory stock and tracking of goods shipments.
Defence’s CTD Program has demonstrated the possibility of applying this
technology in a naval context as a way of knowing which persons are on board at
any given time and their whereabouts on the upper decks.
DSTO and Navy recently conducted a demonstration on board the decommissioned
amphibious support ship, HMAS Kanimbla. The system under review, called Naval
Automated Personnel Tracking (NAPT), was developed over the past four years by the
Australian company, Blue Glue Pty Ltd, with CTD Program support.
The NAPT system consists of wearable extremely low-power radio frequency identification
tags plus an Ethernet network of custom-designed radio receivers, lasers and infrared
sensors connected to a database. The radio system performs the functions of confirming
identity and location onboard with an accuracy of a few metres. The NAPT tags have a
range of up to 50 metres and are equipped with a five-year battery.
“The tags are programmed to automatically emit pulse transmissions at 1.5 second
intervals, sending data that identifies the tag wearer,” explains CTD Program Office
Director Dr Alan Hinge. “Each tag transmits its unique identity within a small transmission
period to reduce interference with other tag transmissions.”
The NAPT receivers are placed at specific locations around the ship, enabling tag
transmissions to be captured whenever anyone embarks, disembarks, is located on the
upper decks or in hazard areas below decks. Tag transmissions received by the system are
rapidly processed to produce data records featuring the unique identification code of each
tag wearer, time of transmission, tag age, location and signal strength of every transmission
received.
Enhancing the safety of personnel onboard, NAPT also has the capability to provide
immediate ‘man overboard’ alerts to the ship’s command within the space of a second
or two. Such accidents could involve a person falling from the vessel onto a wharf or into
water. In both cases, transmission reception ceases immediately and causes the system to
report the emergency event with details of its last known location of the individual on the
upper deck, time of incident and ship’s GPS location.
During the shipboard trials on HMAS Kanimbla, the technology was shown to work well
and met all contracted CTD target performance measures. The Department of Defence
Capability Development Group will now consider further development of the technology,
possibly leading to transition into service with Navy.

ADM Congress 2013
Date:		
12-13 February 2013, Hyatt Hotel Canberra
Enquiries:
Jamie Burrage, Tel: +61(2) 9080 4321;
		Email: Jamie.burrage@informa.com.au
The annual ADM Congress returns in 2013! This major Defence/Industry
Conference has evolved into a pivotal event in the Defence calendar,
attracting over 250 delegates each year and bringing together senior officials
from all areas of the ADF, DMO and Defence Industry.
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Rubber research capabilities re-established
DSTO has recently reinstated its capabilities to undertake research on rubberbased materials. A key focus of the research work being undertaken is on the
development of next-generation anechoic material and radar absorbing material.
One problem has already been solved—a method to upscale the rubber production
process for radar absorbing material from successful lab-based work to full-scale
manufacturing.
The rubber lab has also proved useful as a source of support and advice to the Australian
Defence Force on rubber-related issues. In response to a persistent problem reported by the
RAAF, the researchers undertook to develop, manufacture and characterise a suite of new
products. This work, undertaken in a secure environment, delivered outcomes in a greatly
reduced time span than would have otherwise occurred.
DSTO’s rubber pilot plant manufacturing and testing facility is recognised to be the
best of its kind in Australia. The achievement of this level of capability within the span of
the past two years is also remarkable given the limited specialist advice available following
the marked decline of the rubber industry in Australia.

Swinburne University wins
robotics competition
Swinburne University of Technology
was awarded first place in the National
Instruments Autonomous Robotics
Competition with their trained robot
named Frogstar, beating 17 other teams
from across Australia and NZ and taking
out the coveted robotics prize for the
second consecutive year.
Eighteen university teams from Australia and New Zealand competed in the ‘Search
and Rescue’ themed final. The competition emulated the use of robotics in situations
dangerous to humans such as an earthquake or battlefront. The UOW Robotics Team from
the University of Wollongong was the runner up in the competition.
In the final, the robots navigated a course filled with obstacles signifying rubble to source
two cubes representing injured or trapped humans. The cubes then had to be collected
and relocated to safety.
Matej Krajnc, Managing Director for National Instruments Oceania said the
competition allowed students to demonstrate their mechatronic and engineering skills on
an international level.
“Each of the 18 teams competing in the final successfully completed four milestones over
the past six months to qualify. Both SUAVE and the UOW Robotics Team had extremely
impressive performances in the final, however all of our finalists have made remarkable
achievements throughout the competition,” said Krajnc. “The competition gives students
valuable experience working with advanced technologies and can broaden their career
path options, as such we saw a notable increase in participants for the 2012 competition.”
Swinburne University of Technology was awarded the first place prize of $3000, the
University of Wollongong was awarded $1500 and a bonus prize of $500 was awarded
to University of Newcastle who were declared the winners of the most aesthetically
pleasing
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robot award by the NI ARC judges. All of the teams that successfully completed the
competition final get to keep the development kit, valued at over $27,000.
John McIntosh, Victorian President, Engineers Australia and Professor Zhihong Man,
Head of Robotics and Mechatronics at Swinburne University of Technology judged the
competition. Tim Joseph, Senior Engineer in the Battlespace Communications Operations
Group, Defence Materiel Organisation, discussed the engineering industry in a presentation
given at the final.

ADM Online: Weekly News Summary
A summary of the latest news and views in the defence industry, locally and
overseas. Check out our webpage for daily news updates on the ADM home page
and make sure you bookmark/RSS this for a regular visit.
This week in the headlines, signs of premature ageing were found on the navy’s newly
acquired ex-RN RFA HMAS Choules.
The hull of the Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD) 01 began its final leg of its journey to Australia.
The US Navy ordered 11 more P-8A Poseidon aircraft, which will take the total fleet to 24.
The Department of Defence will appear before the Public Works Committee for the
inquiry into the proposed Defence Logistics Transformation Program (DLTP) to upgrade
Defence bases and barracks in NSW, Queensland, Western Australia, Victoria, South
Australia and Northern Territory.

International
USAF rethinks Block 30 Global Hawk retirement
The US Air Force (USAF) has issued a sole-source request for proposals (RfP) to
extend Northrop Grumman’s worldwide support for its 18 Block 30 RQ-4 Global
Hawk unmanned reconnaissance aircraft for one year until September 2013. It
appears that this support is a major undertaking with nine aircraft on duty at any
time comprising three in Italy, three in Guam and three others from undisclosed
locations. Another five are based in the US for training, maintenance, and
upgrades. Northrop Grumman has maintenance personnel at each site.
As ADM reported earlier the USAF’s 2013 budget proposal called for the Block 30
variant to be retired after senior leaders reported in 2011 that the platform had not been
cost-effective and that the manned Lockheed U-2 fleet could undertake reconnaissance
missions at a lower cost. We idly pondered whether the RAAF might consider seeking U2
overflights in our region as a lead-in to the eventual introduction of the MUAS unmanned
aircraft system under AIR 7000 phase 1B.
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V-22 Osprey ideal for Asia Pacific region?

Inside Defense reports that the V-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft’s unique abilities
will make it an ideal fit in the Asia-Pacific region conducting humanitarian
operations, a major shift from its combat focus in Iraq and Afghanistan, Marine
Corps Commandant General James Amos said recently.
As the Defense Department draws down forces in Afghanistan and prepares to shift its
focus to the Asia-Pacific region, the V-22 will also experience a shifting role in a theatre
with wide expanses of water and near-constant humanitarian crises, Amos said. The
aircraft, which has seen 15 deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan, has been “shot up” but
not downed in that region of the world but will face entirely different challenges in the
Pacific.
“We know they work well in combat, but what about in humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief?” Amos said, noting that 70,000 people in the region are killed each year
by natural disasters such as tsunamis, hurricanes and earthquakes.

Indonesia - possible
acquisition of 8 Apache
attack helos
The Defense Security Cooperation
Agency (DSCA) has notified Congress of
a possible Foreign Military Sale (FMS) to
the Government of Indonesia of 8 AH64D APACHE Block III LONGBOW Attack
Helicopters and associated equipment,
parts, training and logistical support. The
estimated cost is US$1.42 billion.
The Government of Indonesia has requested a possible sale of 8 AH-64D APACHE
Block III LONGBOW Attack Helicopters, 19 T-700-GE-701D Engines (16 installed and
3 spares), 9 Modernized Target Acquisition and Designation Sight/Modernized Pilot
Night Vision Sensors, 4 AN/APG-78 Fire Control Radars (FCR) with Radar Electronics
Units (Longbow Component), 4 AN/APR-48A Radar Frequency Interferometers, 10
AAR- 57(V) 3/5 Common Missile Warning Systems (CMWS) with 5th Sensor
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and Improved Countermeasure Dispenser, 10 AN/AVR-2B Laser Detecting Sets,
10 AN/APR-39A(V)4 Radar Signal Detecting Sets, 24 Integrated Helmet and Display
Sight Systems (IHDSS-21), 32 M299A1 HELLFIRE Missile Launchers, and 140 HELLFIRE
AGM-114R3 Missiles.
Also included are Identification Friend or Foe transponders, 30mm guns and
ammunition, communication equipment, tools and test equipment, training devices,
simulators, generators, transportation, wheeled vehicles, organisational equipment, spare
and repair parts, support equipment, personnel training and training equipment, US
government and contractor engineering, technical, and logistics support services, and other
related elements of logistics support.

Boeing begin full-rate
production of Laser
JDAM
Boeing recently received a
US$22.7 million modification to an
existing US Navy contract for more
than 2,300 Laser Joint Direct Attack
Munition (Laser JDAM) sensors,
starting full-rate production to
meet the Navy’s Direct Attack
Moving Target Capability (DAMTC)
program requirement.
JDAM is a low-cost, modular guidance kit that converts unguided free-fall bombs into
near precision-guided weapons. Laser functionality boosts the weapon’s effectiveness
against moving targets, maritime threats and other relocatable targets.
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) awarded the firm-fixed price contract
modification on July 17. Deliveries under this contract begin in spring 2013 and continue
through spring 2014.

BAE joins Raytheon in DDR project
BAE Systems has been selected by Raytheon to help develop the US Air Force’s
Dismount Detection Radar (DDR). The company will lead the development of the
system’s radar command, control, processing, exploitation, dissemination, and
mission planning modules.
Serving as the operator’s control interface to the radar, this deployable, mission-ready
software leverages years of investment in advanced radar exploitation and automation, and
eliminates the burden on the operators who find themselves overloaded in sensor input
data.
“The dismount detection radar will help soldiers, intelligence analysts and commanders
in the field make critical decisions,” LTCOL Ed Byrne, DDR project manager for the US Air
Force said.
It is anticipated that the BAE Systems designed modules will be in operation in DDR
Ground Stations when the system is fielded in late 2014.
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VDC display upgrades for F-35
Video Display Corporation has announced
that its Simulation and Training Division,
VDC Display Systems (VDC DS), has been
awarded a contract and received the
Purchase Order from Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics for multiple Display System
Upgrades.
VDC DS will deliver and install new Display
Systems for existing F-35 engineering
simulators. The Display Systems to be provided
include Screens, Mirrors, Sony High Resolution
Projectors, Optical Edge Blending, an Auto
Calibration System and Structures. The Display
System Upgrades will commence installation in
the fourth quarter 2012.

Elbit Systems Brazilian unit receives $15m order
Elbit Systems has announced that its Brazilian subsidiary AEL Sistemas S.A. , was
awarded an initial production order valued at $15 million as part of the Guarani
Project. The supply of these systems, which will be installed onboard Iveco 6x6
APCs, will be completed within two years.
This announcement is further to Elbit System’s announcement on January 6, 2011
regarding the award of a framework contract valued at approximately $260 million for the
supply of UT30 BR 30mm Unmanned Turrets to the Brazilian Army’s Land Forces.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS......next page
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For a full list of defence and industry events, head to ADM’s
online events page at www.australiandefence.com.au

UAV Challenge
DATE:
1-3 October 2012, Kingaroy, Qld
ENQUIRIES: www.uavoutbackchallenge.com.au

The UAV Challenge - Outback Rescue has been developed to promote UAV’s
significance to Australia. The UAV Challenge is a joint initiative between the
Queensland Government, the Australian Research Centre for Aerospace Automation
(ARCAA, a partnership between QUT and CSIRO) , Aviation Development Australia
Limited and AUVSAustralia - a prime example of government, industry and research
organisations working together.

New Zealand Defence Industry Association Forum
DATE:
16-17 October 2012, Wellington New Zealand
ENQUIRIES: Sue Peck Email: sue@spconferences.co.nz www.nzdia.co.nz

At the forum you can join with other defence industry companies from New Zealand
and overseas, and with key members of the New Zealand Defence Force and Ministry
of Defence to gain greater understanding of the defence procurement processes and
hear about future defence procurement plans.

Land Warfare Conference 2012
29 October – 2 November 2012, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre, Melbourne
ENQUIRIES: Land Warfare Conference Admin Support Office, Phone: 08 7389 5455;
Fax: 08 7389 5196; Email: lwcc@dsto.defence.gov.au
Web: http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/lwc2012/
The Land Warfare Conference is a major event for users, providers, academics,
designers and manufacturers to meet, present, share and exchange new and visionary
ideas on Land Systems. Academics, commercial organisations, defence research
institutions, and military are encouraged to attend and/or offer papers in the field of
Land Warfare and related disciplines. An Exhibitor Booth Registration Form and Floor
Plan are now available online.
DATE:

MilCIS 2012
DATE:
6 – 8 November 2012, National Convention Centre, Canberra
ENQUIRIES: Consec – Conference Management, Phone: 02 6251 0675; Fax: 02 6251 0672;

Email: milcis2012@consec.com.au; Web: http://www.milcis.com.au/
MilCIS is an annual conference aimed at attendees from military and government
organisations,academia, and defence industry, who contribute to key decisions in
investments in communications and information systems. In addition to keynote
presentations, technical presentations, panel discussions and tutorials, MilCIS
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features an exposition that provides an opportunity for exhibitors to demonstrate new technologies
and promote their products and services to attendees. MilCIS is the only Australian conference
focussing directly on the crucial technologies, products, systems and services associated with
military communications and information systems.

6th Submarine Institute of Australia (SIA) Biennial Conference 2012
DATE:
14-15 November 2012, The Shine Dome, Canberra
ENQUIRIES: Mr David Nicholls (Executive Manager), Email execmgr@submarineinstitute.com

Phone: +61 413 133 391 Fax: +61 2 6260 5416
2012 will be a pivotal year for decisions concerning submarines. With the recent
announcement of $214m in funding for the Future Submarine Program and a
significant boost in Sustainment funding for the Collins class, the SIA is grasping the
opportunity to present powerful arguments to contribute to the development of the
2013 Defence White Paper against the most challenging budgetary circumstances for
Defence since 1938. Delegates to the 6th Biennial Conference will hear from a range
of influential speakers from Government, overseas and both the Public and Private
sectors as they discuss the pivotal considerations for Australia’s submarine capability.

ADM’s Social Media in the Defence Environment
DATE:
5-6 December 2012, Hotel Realm, Canberra
ENQUIRIES: ADM Events - Jamie Burrage, Ph: 02 9080 4321;

Email: jamie.burrage@informa.com.au Web: www.admevents.com.au
Social media in the private sector has been a bumpy journey, where companies tread
a fine line between credibility and ridicule whilst getting their policies right. In the
public sector, and Defence in particularly, the evolution of social media has created
opportunities, whilst also highlighting the need for social media policies. This inaugural
conference will examine the opportunities that social media can bring to the Australian
Defence Force and the Department of Defence. By mitigating the dangers of misuse,
social media can be an excellent tool for announcements, for recruitment, for
connecting and for selling. There is no denying the place of social media in the
modern workforce. Hear speakers discuss what tools and policies can help harness
social media into an essential part of the Defence workplace.

ADM2013: 10th Annual ADM Defence/Industry Congress
DATE:
12 – 13 February 2013, Hyatt Hotel, Canberra
ENQUIRIES: ADM Events - Jamie Burrage, Ph: 02 9080 4321;

Email: Jamie.burrage@informa.com.au Web: www.admevents.com.au
The annual ADM Congress has evolved into a pivotal event in the Defence calendar,
attracting senior officials from all areas of the Defence Force and Defence Industry.
It is a critical forum for any organisation operating within the defence business sector.
Also do not miss the ADM Awards Dinner. The dinner is the perfect opportunity for
you to continue networking with colleagues and new contacts made at the Congress.
More details to be released closer to the date
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Avalon 2013: Australian International Airshow and Aerospace &
Defence Exposition
DATE:
26 February - 03 March 2013, Avalon Airport, Geelong
ENQUIRIES: Aerospace Maritime Defence Association Ph 03 5282 0500;

Email: airshow@amda.com.au; Web: http://www.airshow.net.au
The Australian International Airshow and Aerospace & Defence Exposition is the
essential aviation, aerospace and defence event for the Asia Pacific. Industry-only
trade sessions will be held Tuesday to Thursday (all day) and Friday will be both
a trade and public day. The exposition will open each day from 9am until 5pm.
Associated industry and technology conferences, seminars and symposia will be held
at Avalon and in Melbourne and Geelong during show week.
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